
Chapter 6 

Validation of the Apparatus for Human Motion 

Capturing 
l he 30 spatial coordinates were extracted from image data and the analysis is 

presented in a separate research project. Discussion in this chapter is on how accurate 

the implemented data capture mechanism in this work. The motion capture 1s 

primarily on the sagittal plane of the leg where most of the movement takes place. 

Gait pattern result obtained using the proposed method was compared with much 

more accurate information on gait pattern. This 'real' gait data have been collected at 

Denver Children's HospitaL using the Vicon system. The multimedia presentation 

\\as prepared using the powerful ·vicon Polygon' program [21. Fig 6.1 shows the 

appearance of the polygon viewer software containing three panes skeleton 

mo\ement. actual subject movement and graphics panes l22]. 
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Fig 6.1: More accurate gait cycle information 
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I ig n J · Published inlormation on gait pattern (Source: Gait Analysis an Introduction hy 

Michael W Whittle) 

l ig 6.2 shows variation of sagittal plane joint angles during a single gait cycle of right 

hip. knee and ankle. The subject used in obtaining this gait cycle information is a 22 

\car old normal female. weight 540 N, walking barefoot with a cycle time of 0.88 s. a 

~tricle length of 1.50 m and a speed of 1.70 m/s. The individual measurements from 

this subject do not always correspond to 'average' values, because of the normal 

\ ariability between individuals. although they are all close to the normal range. 

It is important to investigate how the measured joint angles arc defined in the two 

-.,ccnarios before the comparison . 

. Joint Gait Pattern Obtained from 

Angle Proposed Method 

Hip Angle between vertical and femur 

Knee Angle between vertical and tibia 

Ankle 
90 deg minus angle between tibia 

and vertical 

Gait Pattern Obtained from 

Published Source 

Angle between pelvis and femur 

Angle between femur and the tibia 

Angle between tibia and an arbitrary 

line in the foot for the walking (This 

angle is normally around 90 deg but 

taken as 0 deg) 

Table 6.1: Definition ofMeasured Angles oft he t'wo method<; 
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(J.I Data Comparison 

.\ position of the leg during gait cycle is separately identified in biomechanics for the 

case of analysis. fig 6.3 indicates these leg positions. 
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Fig 6.3: Positions ofthe legs during a single gait cycle h.v the ri?,ht leg (Source: Gait 

Analysis hy Introduction hy Micheal W Whittle) 

6.1.1 Hip .Joint Variation 
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Fig 6.-1: Hip joint angle variation 
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I he hip flexes and extends once during the gait cycle, the limit of the flexion is 

reached around the middle of the swing phase and the hip is then kept flexed until the 

initial contact r2]. The pattern of the hip joint angle variation is very much similar to 

the cycle explained in [2j. The curve shows one extension and flexion during the gait 

C\Clc. 

When magnitude of the hip angle variation of the two gait patterns is considered, it 

shew, s a significant difference. The maximum angle variation of the external source is 

about 48 dcg, where as the actual obtained gait pattern show it to be around 80 dcg. 

This is due to the definition of the hip angle is different in the two patterns. 

I lip initially swings 60 degrees of swing phase until heel strike (HS). when hip begins 

extension until heel off (I 10) and toe otT (TO). 

6.1.2 Knee Joint Variation 
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FiK 6. 5: Knee joint angel variation 

The knee shows two flexion and two extension peaks during each gait cycle. It is 

more or less fully extended before initial contact, flexes during the loading response 

and the early part of mid-stance, extends again during the later part of mid-stance. 

then starts flexing again. reaching a peak during initial swing. [2] 

In Fig 6.5 it is indicative that knee joint undergoes two flexion and two extension 

peaks during its gait cycle. 
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!he magnitude of the maximum angle variation of the proposed system is about 30 

dcg \\ hcreas the published data indicates it to be around 45 dcg. In this case also. two 

:-;ccnarios of angle definition have caused the difference. However. the angle of 

Jkxion or extension depends on various other parameters of the subject. like gender. 

~tride length dimensions of the leg etc. The magnitude of flexion is variable. both 

li·om one individual to another and with the speed of walking. but it is commonly 

between 10 to 20 degrees. [2] 
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